THE CARDINAL, Ohio's magazine of birds, is published four times each year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: John Herman, 1257 Lewis Road, Mansfield, Ohio 44903. To receive THE CARDINAL, send John Herman $5.00 for a yearly subscription.

EDITOR OF THE CARDINAL: John Herman. The editor invites short articles about birds to be used in THE CARDINAL. Black and white drawings or photographs of birds are also welcomed. Illustrations should preferably be 5 X 7 in size.

DONATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS: Donations and contributions should be sent to the Editor.

BIRD REPORTS: We particularly invite reports from parts of the state that have been neglected or covered lightly in past reports. To contribute bird reports, request the report forms from John Herman, 1257 Lewis Road, Mansfield, Ohio 44903.

Front cover: Great-horned Owl, by Dave Henderson.